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Let G be a finite-dimensional real vector space. A proper negative-

definite function defined on G is a complex-valued function \p with the

property that for each t > 0

exp{-#(*)} =  f   exp(if*)P(J, do

where P(t, •) is a (Radon) probability measure on the dual space, G'.

We shall be concerned with real, homogeneous, negative-definite

functions, i.e., those negative-definite functions for which there exists

a positive constant a such that for each scalar X and each vector

xEG we have

*(Xx) =  | X !«*(*).

The associated probability measures here correspond to the symmetric

stable laws of Paul Levy [ô].
It is very easy to see that one must have a ^2. We shall restrict

our attention to the range l^a^2 and treat \plla instead of \\i. Let

us make a definition and alter the notation slightly.

Definition. Suppose 1 ̂ p á 2. A continuous non-negative function

ip defined on G is an ¿"-norm if

(i) ^(Xx) = |X|^(x) for each real X and each xEG, and

(ii) \¡/p is a proper negative-definite function.

The concern of this paper is what are the Lp-norms on G. In one

sense the question has been answered by Levy; see Theorem 1 be-

low. It does not appear to me, however, that the connection between

normed vector spaces and symmetric stable laws is obvious from

Levy's presentation, and I think the connection is an illuminating

one. The central idea of the present article is that the terminology

uLp-norm" is apt.

It is well known (cf. [2]) that if 0 <ß^ 1 then \p? is a proper nega-

tive-definite function whenever \p is. A fortiori, an L^-norm is an

Lr-norm for lúr^p. The simplest example of an L2-norm is a func-

tion \p of the form ^(x) = | £x| where t;EG'. Since sums and positive

multiples of negative-definite functions are negative-definite, the Lv-

norms on G form a cone which contains, in particular, functions of

the type
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I    n \   1/p

where &, • • • , £a is any finite set of elements of G'. An illusory

greater generality is obtained by writing

I    n \   1/p

where en, ■ • • , on are non-negative numbers, but this form suggests

the generalization to

Up

*(*) = {JjfrlMáoj

There is no point in integrating over all of G'\ on account of the

homogeneity we can assume that a is supported on the unit sphere

5 of G'. (Since we have not assumed any metric structure in G',

"unit sphere" may be interpreted as a compact set which meets each

ray from the origin exactly once.) There is no need to go beyond this

generalization. Levy [6, §63] proved

Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that \¡/ be an Lp-

norm on G is that there exist a non-negative measure a on the unit sphere

S in G' such that
l/p

4>i*ix) = U |£x|M#)j

Historically, real proper negative-definite functions arose in geom-

etry. \p is such a function if and only if G, with the metric ei(x, y)

= ^1/2(x —y), has an isometric embedding in a real hilbert space (cf.

[7]), and the references there and, for a more extensive theory in-

cluding the treatment of complex negative-definite functions (cf.

[5]). Theorem 1 may be viewed as asserting that the Fp-norms cor-

respond to linear isometric embeddings in L" spaces. We shall now

see that the geometrical viewpoint still has something to offer. By a

"norm" on G we shall understand a function \p satisfying the definition

of an Lp-norm with (ii) replaced by (ii') ^(x+y) u$(x)+yp(y). (We

shall allow the possibility that v^(x) =0 for some x^O.) It follows from

Theorem 1 that an Fp-norm is a norm. We are now in a position to

ask what norms on G are Fp-norms. Of course, when dim 67= 1 every

norm is an F2-norm; but in higher dimensions it is not always easy

to decide, even using Levy's results, when a given norm is an ¿"-norm.

It helps to look at the problem in terms of Minkowski geometry.
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Consider the set K = {xEG: \p(x) g 1}. This is a convex body which

is symmetrical with respect to the origin, and \p is just the Minkowski

gauge functional of K, i.e., \p(x) =inf X where X>0 and \~lxEK. The

condition that \j/ be an Lp-norm should be reflected in the geometry

of K, the unit ball in the i/'-norm. The least restrictive condition is

that \p should be an Z^-norm. We can prove by completely elementary

means (without using Levy's representation, Theorem 1),

Theorem 2. Every norm on a 2-dimensional vector space is negative-

definite, i.e., it is an Ll-norm}

Proof. Let \p be a norm and K the associated unit ball. We may

as well assume that K is bounded, i.e., ip(x) >0 for x^O, for otherwise

the situation is reducible to a lower-dimensional one. In this case

fa exp { — tipix) }dx < « for each i>0, and we shall deduce this theo-

rem by showing that

I(Iti) =  I    exp{ ~bPix) — i&\dx
J a

is non-negative for each  t>0 and each  ¡;EG'  whence we  have

exp{ — tyix)} = i2ir)~n I    exp(¿£x)/(¿, £)<f£    where    w = dimG.
J  Q,

We may start to work with w arbitrary although the theorem is

rather trivial when « = 1 and is false in general for »>2. Let co be the

differential form

w = ^"(Sidfc A • • • A 4 + •••)»» terms,

where £i, • • • , £„ is a system of linear forms with determinant 1,

and co is invariant under even permutations of the £/s. It is easy to

see that dx =\pn~ldip/\u and hence

l(i, Q -(»-1)1 f (i + »{)-»«,
j r

where T is the boundary of K. In case « = 2, it suffices to establish

the theorem when K is a polygon, and for a given polygon, K, it is

1 Added in proof. This theorem and the counterexample which follow have re-

cently appeared in Thomas S. Ferguson, A representation of the symmetric bivariate

Cauchy distribution, Ann. Math. Statist. 33 (1962), 1256-1266. Although Ferguson's
work and this paper are independent of each other and use rather different language,

the two proofs of this theorem are fundamentally identical.
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enough to show that I(t, £) ^0 when £ is not orthogonal to any edge

of K. We take £ as one coordinate ; let r¡ be any other so that eo = £e¿rj

— r)di; on T. The part of T lying in 77 St 0 is described by a system of

vertices: (a0, bo), (ax, bi), ■ ■ ■ , (a„ bt); and edges: ■q = bk+ak(^ — ah)

for akú^úak+i- AU the vertices (a¡, b¡) except possibly (ez0, bo) and

(a„ b.) are vertices of T. On account of the symmetry, —b0 = b, and

— ao = o, = ö = supxex ¿x. In each case eiy<ezy+i and ay>exy+i since K is

convex. We also notice that ¿>y+i — b, = «y(öy+i — ay). The contribution

to I(t, £) of the jth edge is evidently

i(bj - <xja,)(t + ia¡)-1 - i(bj+i - aya;+i)(/ + iOj+O'1-

Thus the whole contribution along with the part of T where r¡ ̂  0 is

«-1

ía0a0(¿ + ido)-1 + ia,-iat(t + ia,)~l — i ^ («y — «y-i)%(* + «ty)_1.

y-i

lit, £) is twice the real part of this, i.e., twice

»—1
22       *>_1 22       2 —i 22       2_1

aoaoit  + ao)     — ct,-ia,(t  + a,)     + ¿_, (ay — a/_i)a,-(i + ay)    .
j-i

Eacha,—ay_i is negative; therefore, since u2(t2+u2)~1 is an increasing

function of u, we only make matters worse by replacing each

ajiP+a*,)-1 with a2(t2+a2)~\ We now have

lit, Ö ^ 2a2(/2 + ex2)"1 jao - «s_! + £ (ay - ay_o|   = 0.

We have thus shown that lit, £) 2:0 when F is a polygon and £ is not

orthogonal to any edge of K. By the continuity in £ we may conclude

lit, £) ^0 for all £. Thus ^ is negative-definite when K is a polygon.

Each convex set in the plane is approximable by polygons in such a

way that the corresponding Minkowski functionals converge point-

wise; this completes the proof in all cases.

The technique of calculation used above is usually excessively com-

plicated when n>2. We can, however, use it to show that in case

n = 3, if K is a cube then \f/ is not negative-definite.

Counterexample. Suppose £, 17, f is a set of three linearly inde-

pendent linear forms on G. Put ^(x) = max | £x|, \yx\, \ fx|. Then \p

is not negative-definite.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may take dim G = 3 and

£, v, f with determinant 1. We shall calculate explicitly that I(t, X£)

= 16í(¿2+X2)-3(3í2-X2) which is negative for X2>3/2. T, the boundary

of K = {x:\pix) i£ 1}, has three pairs of opposite faces. We recall that
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I(t, Xf) = 2      (/ + iU)~3w.
J r

The face on which £x = 1 has area 4, and thus it contributes 8(t+i\)~3

to I(t, X£). Thus the faces on which |£x| =1 contribute

16(/3-3¿X2)(í2+X2)-3. The contribution to I(t, X?) of each of the

other four faces is 2f\xdnfix(t-\-tK^)-3d^ = U(t2+\2)-2. Thus I(t, Xf)

= 16(í3-3/X2)(t2+X2)-3 + 32/(í2+X2)-2, as claimed.

As it turns out, the theorem we have proved is really a consequence

of Levy's Theorem. His condition that \p be an L'-norm is

*(*) = f | ex | a (de)
J s

where there is no harm in assuming that

f Ox a (de) = 0.
J s

This last condition is necessary and sufficient for the non-negative

measure <r to be the spherical representative of the surface area meas-

ure on a convex set Cin G' (cf. [3, §60]). Here we want S to be a genu-

ine unit sphere in some euclidean metric on G'. Let |x| be the dual

norm on G. For xEG with |x[ =1, we see that ^(x) is simply twice

the area of the projection of C on a plane perpendicular to the direc-

tion x. Thus, changing C by a scale factor to eliminate a 2, the L1-

norm \\i is the Quermass function of a convex set C in G'. (See [3,

§§30-32] for this and what follows.) Now let K' be the polar of K,

i.e., the set of points ¡;EG' such that £x ^ 1 for all xEK.xp is the sup-

port function of K'. Putting things together, we see that K' is the

projection-body of C; it is the convex set whose supporting planes are

at a distance from the origin equal to the area of the projection of C

on the plane in question. Therefore, we have deduced

Corollary to Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that

\p be an Ll-norm is that it be the support function of a compact set K'

which is a projection-body.

Now in the 2-dimensional case, any norm \p is the support function

of a symmetric convex set K', and it is easy to see that such a set is

the projection-body of a 7r/2-rotation of itself contracted by half.

Thus Theorem 2 is a corollary of the corollary.

The case of Z^-norms in the plane, covered by Theorem 2, is the

simplest nontrivial one. The general question of finding an effective
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characterization of ¿"-norms on G where Kp<2 and dim G>1, or

even where p = \ and dim G>2, seems to be quite difficult. There-

fore, we shall now confine our attention to a special class of functions.

Definition. Suppose lá<z= °°- A function \p defined on G is an

/«-norm if there exist £1, • • • , %nEG' such that span {£1, • • • , £„}

= G' and for each xEG

Hx) = {E IM3}1'3-

As we observed earlier, an /«-norm is an Z>-norm whenever

l^kpúqú2; and it is trivial that each L2-norm is an /2-norm. Aside

from these statements we have to be content with some negative

facts. What will be decisive is a fundamental property of ¿"-spaces.

[4]-

Lemma. A necessary condition that \p be an Lp-norm is that for each pair

x, yEG we have

(,. (x + y\ , ,. lx - y\\Up' ^ /**(*) + *'W\llp

where p' = pip — l)~1.

From this lemma we may deduce by means of simple estimates

Theorem 3. Let \p be an ¡"-norm on G where dim G> 1. A necessary

condition that \p be an Lv-norm is that pèqèp'-

The geometrical interpretation of an Z°°-norm is clear : a norm \p is

an /°°-norm if and only if its unit sphere, {xEG: \pix) = 1}, is a poly-

hedron. (A fortiori, /l-norms are /"-norms.) Theorem 3 shows that

when dim G> 1, an /"-norm can never be an L"-norm for p> 1. Thus,

in contrast to the technique used to prove Theorem 2, approximation

by polyhedra is useless for determining what symmetrical convex

sets are associated with L"-norms for p>l.

The material of this paper is closely related to some of the topics in

Chapters XI and XII of Banach's book [l]. It seems likely that the

ideas carry over to infinite-dimensional vector spaces (see [5] for

negative-definite functions on such spaces) but some details are still

lacking.
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PSEUDO-UNIFORM CONVEXITY IN H1

D. J. NEWMAN

Although the familiar Banach space, H1, is not uniformly convex,

we will display two important properties which Hl shares with the

uniformly convex spaces.

Loosely speaking, these two properties are

1. "Weak convergence+convergence of norms=»convergence" and

2. "A certain kind of minimizing sequence automatically con-

verges."

We delay the precise statements and take this opportunity to point

out that these two results were originally conjectured by A. Shields

and H. S. Shapiro, both of whom also supplied valuable ideas and

suggestions leading to the solutions.

Definitions and notation. Functions of the class FF are denoted

by /, g, ■ ■ • ■ The Hp norm of / (1 úp^ <*>) is written ||/||p and we

abbreviate ||/||i to ||/||. By "weak" convergence of/„ to/, written

/„—>"/, we mean that/„(Z) converges uniformly to f(Z) in every com-

pact subset of \Z\ <1. Ordinary convergence, written/«—>/ means of

course that ||/n-/||->0.

Let F(6) be any function of class F1 (0, 27r), and consider the prob-

lem of minimizing fl*\ F(6) -feie) | dB over all fEH1. It is a theorem
of Rogosinski and Shapiro (see [l]) that this problem has a unique

solution for each F, and this solution we denote by//?. We also denote

| F(6) -/,(«*) | =PF(6) and fî'PF(6)d6 = dF.
With these definitions, then, we are able to give our precise state-

ments.

Theorem 1. Iff-^fand ||/n||->||/|| thenfn->f.
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